Here we give detailed derivations of the key results of variance decomposition analysis. As mentioned in the Materials and Methods section, the deviation or time varying parts of the variables in the recurrent current dynamics Eq. 9 can be expressed as δs
β , are not independent from each other and therefore we consider the covariances among them. For simplicity, we assume that, for neuron i, δV α i (t) is independent from δs β j (t). These independencies either by definition or assumption allow us to simplify the above expansion. Given the fact that N β 1 and further assuming that the Lindeberg's condition is satisfied, the Lindeberg-Feller Central Limit Theorem (CLT) can be applied to the summation Eq. 36, which yields
where ξ (regardless of the super-or sub-scripts) denotes a standard normal random variable, any negative sign is absorbed into ξ, and σ αβ ij,a denotes the standard deviation of δa αβ ij . Although the CLT cannot be applied to the summation Eq. 37, as an approximation, a normal random variable should still well describe the first two moments, In summary, the standard deviationsα αβ i,X in Eq. 10 , the key result of the variance decomposition analysis, can be systematically obtained in the above fashion. Note that the only terms where the covariance of δs β j (t) contributes are X ∈ {s, sV }.
